DATE: JUNE 24, 2013

TO: BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

FROM: LINDA DORRELL
PURCHASING DIRECTOR

SUBJECT: SOLE SOURCE DESIGNATION- ARROWHEAD PRECAST, LLC

THE TULSA COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AND TULSA COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS APPROVE THE ATTACHED “REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF SOLICITING BIDS OR QUOTES” AND SOLE SOURCE DESIGNATION TO ARROWHEAD PRECAST, LLC.

ARROWHEAD PRECAST, LLC
2135 NORTH ELM STREET OR
PO BOX 130
JENKS, OK 74037

ARROWHEAD PRECAST HAS THE EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY RIGHTS TO MANUFACTURE THE RECON RETAINING WALL SYSTEM IN THE ENTIRE STATE OF OKLAHOMA AND VARIOUS COUNTIES LOCATED WITHIN KANSAS, ARKANSAS AND MISSOURI. ALSO, ARROWHEAD PRECAST HOLDS THE EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY RIGHTS TO MANUFACTURE THE VERTI-CRETE PRECAST FENCE SYSTEM WITHIN THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA.

THIS REQUEST IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL.

LRD/jmm

ATTACHMENT

ORIGINAL: PAT KEY, COUNTY CLERK FOR THE JULY 1, 2013 AGENDA

COPIES: COMMISSIONER JOHN M. SMALIGO
COMMISSIONER KAREN KEITH
COMMISSIONER FRED R. PERRY
MARK LIOTTA, CHIEF DEPUTY
TOM RAINS, COUNTY ENGINEER
REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF SOLICITING BIDS OR QUOTES

DATE: JUNE 24, 2013

TO THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

It is recommended that soliciting bids/quotes be waived on the following request of

TULSA COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

for the reason(s) stated below.

REQUESTING DEPARTMENT

HASING DIRECTOR 
LINDA R. DORRELL

Emergency

Sole manufacturer (must be documented).

Sole supplier (must be documented).

Other products of similar nature are incompatible with existing products.

Purchase of similar products will adversely affect warranty, guarantee or service agreement on existing products.

Description:

ARROWHEAD PRECAST HAS THE EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY RIGHTS TO MANUFACTURE THE RECON RETAINING WALL SYSTEM IN THE ENTIRE STATE OF OKLAHOMA AND VARIOUS COUNTIES LOCATED WITHIN KANSAS, ARKANSAS AND MISSOURI. ALSO, ARROWHEAD PRECAST HOLDS THE EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY RIGHTS TO MANUFACTURE THE VERTI-CRETE PRECAST FENCE SYSTEM WITHIN THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA.

ARROWHEAD PRECAST, LLC
2135 NORTH ELM STREET OR
PO BOX 130
JENKS, OK 74037
ATTN: RYAN DAVIS

(918) 995-2227 PHONE
(918) 995-2228 FAX
RDAVIS@ARROWHEADPRECAST.COM

Waiver of bidding or quoting process is approved.

Waiver of bidding or quoting is not justified.
Standard bidding or quoting will be followed.
June 19, 2013

Tulsa County
500 S Denver
Tulsa, OK  74103

To Whom It May Concern,

Arrowhead Precast, LLC has the exclusive territory rights to manufacture the ReCor™ Retaining Wall System in the entire State of Oklahoma and various counties located within Kansas, Arkansas and Missouri.

Also, Arrowhead Precast, LLC holds the exclusive territory rights to manufacture the Verti-Crete™ Precast Fence System within the State of Oklahoma.

For further information please contact Ryan Davis at r.davis@arrowheadprecast.com or 918-995-2227.

Sincerely,

Terry L. Davis
Manager

Arrowhead Precast, LLC is a minority owned company.